Do you teach early childhood or primary mathematics?

10 monkeys is a game studio that makes learning games for early learners, focusing on the universal language of math.

10 monkeys encourages children to explore the world of math and to find their own way to learn with scaffolded activities in number recognition, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, money and geometry.
**Accessing 10 Monkeys Math World**

**Step One:**
Enter the catalogue

![Catalogue Link](http://cat.lib.unimelb.edu.au/record=e1001658~S30)

**Step Two:**
Access 10 Monkeys here

**Step Three:**
Start exploring

---

**Connect to: 10Monkeys Math World**

**Database name**

10Monkeys Math World

**Other database name**

10 Monkeys

Ten Monkeys

Math World

Digitales

**Description**

10monkeys is a game studio that makes learning games for early learners, focusing on the universal language of math. 10monkeys encourages children to explore the world of math and to find their own way to learn.

---

**Math World**

Try this one!
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